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A news release from the California Judicial Council entitled
"Judicial Council Releases Report On State Child Support
Guideline" (available on Internet
http://www.courtinfo.ca.gov/newsreleases/NR64-98.HTM)
explains the reason for the blatant civil right violations being
perpetrated throughout California. The target of this reckless
persecution seems to be heterosexual taxpayers but all
taxpayers are indirectly effected. The Judicial Council fully
expects that all support orders will adhere to the guideline
with few exceptions, quoting from the news release "Federal
law requires that each state establish a uniform guideline to
determine child support orders. That guideline, which must
be applied in all cases in which child support is ordered,
creates a rebuttable assumption that the amount of support
calculated under the guideline is the correct amount of
support. The law provides for a narrow band of exceptions to
the guideline in certain circumstances." The Judicial Council
will vigilantly monitor the effects of their support guideline,
quoting from the news release "Federal law also requires that
each state review its child support guideline every four years
to ensure that application of the guideline results in the

The financial benefits of desolving a marriage in California
seem lucrative enough to justify anything it takes to win
custody of the children. Up to 18 years of tax-free income
without any responsibility to account for a dime. If you are
lucky enough to be unable to financially support a 2 yearold, a 7 year-old, and an 11 year-old, you could receive as
much as $2,200 a month. In many cases the medical
insurance for the children will be guaranteed, a free
babysitter every other weekend, all the furnishings in the
household, and the children's college fund. Provoking a
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Pilgrims With No Place to
Go
" If Family Law was a sport, it would be championship
wrestling "
JIM
Ground Zero Services of LB

Fleeing religious persecution has never been so difficult in
this day and age. The pilgrims, who fled to this country on
the Mayflower, did not have to worry about their wages
being garnished, their drivers license being suspended, their
passport being revoked, or their names posted as the DA's
most wanted all the way from across the ocean. When all
escape routes are blocked, only one of the "fight or flight"
options remain. The religious part of the persecution, in this
case, stems from the civil court's ability to completely
disregard the contract each litigant made to each other, and
GOD, upon entering into their partnership. Only in the
family courts is it irrelevant that your partner was
embezzling money, guilty of treason, slander, sabotage, or
Continued on page 2
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The Meaning of Life
" Only by the grace of GOD could we enjoy the taste of
consciousness we call life "
JIM
Ground Zero Services of LB

When we are born into this world, it is because one of the
billions of sperm cells that was produced by your Father,
fertilized one of the thousands of eggs produced by your
Mother. It is important to realize that any other combination
would have resulted in your brother or sister, not you. Of all
the billions of people, past and present, that ever graced us
with their presence on the face of this planet, only your
Mother, and your Father, and that sperm, and that egg would
result in you. What are the odds? You talk about an Exacta,
what a long shot. Only by the grace of GOD could we enjoy
the taste of consciousness we call life. When we are born
and introduced to our parents there exists no higher
concentration of pure faith and trust, than in the mind of a
child. We are truly closest to GOD at birth and you can see
Continued on page 2

Judicial Council of California Out of
Control continued from page 1
determination of appropriate child support awards. In
California, the Legislature has directed the Judicial Council
to conduct this review. " To satisfy the forgoing Federal
requirement the press release quotes "The study found that
the child support guideline was followed in 90.1 percent of
the cases examined. Of the 297 orders that deviated from
the guideline, 78 percent were based on an agreement
between the parties." It seems that Judicial Council feels
that because the Family Law courts are imposing their child
support guideline it proves the guideline is appropriate and
satisfies Federal requirements. Any control system engineer
will tell you ' it is intuitively obvious, to the most casual
observer', that the system described above is inherently
unstable. Although feedback from the courts is necessary to
this system, feedback from the output is essential. The
output of this system is the welfare of the children or their
relative happiness or any other indicator that is a linear
approximation of it. What exists today is an open loop
control system exhibiting the effects not unlike feedback
heard from a PA system with the volume too loud. An
unstable machine lying to waste the Civil Rights of anyone
caught in its jaws. The machine must be unplugged and
repaired before further damage is done. See GZS Baselines
Child Support Control System on page 3. •
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Divorce is only an American Tradition
continued from page 1

physical confrontation with your spouse is crucial to
guaranteed success. Extramarital affairs, character
assassination, draining the checking accounts, maxing out
the credit cards, or abusing your own children. Anything to
incite a domestic violence situation will cause the provoked
to be arrested, a restraining order and kick-out order served,
and will be forced to fight the Family Law courts as the
Respondent. The state of California has adopted a "No
Fault" divorce policy to insure the child support guideline is
imposed (see Judicial Council of California Out of Control
on page 1). The "No Fault" divorce policy forces the
dissolution of marriage to be due to incurable insanity or
irreconcilable differences. Without a causal provision to
fight in court, the parent who can't possibly afford to
support the children are given custody. The unreasonable
financial burden is put on the breadwinner, who now must
find a place to call home, probably a few months in arrears,
and forbidden to contact his children, must decide if there is
any merit in resisting this reckless persecution for the love
of his children. Heterosexual taxpayers are sentenced to
indentured servitude every time a child support order is
filed. Every taxpayer must help foot the bill when the
persecuted is financially ruined. The reason why they
submit is the faith they have that the system is vigilantly
overseeing the ramifications of their actions, thereby
protecting the civil rights of the faithful. Only when we
realize that our faith has been betrayed, do we realize how
we betrayed the faith, of those who gave their lives, to
guarantee the rights that we so easily relinquished.
Betrayal, in all its forms, has no place in civilized society. •

Pilgrims with No Place to Go continued from page
1

violence. These matters weigh so heavy in any other civil
cases, but apparently the facts are not relevant in Family
Law. If Family Law was a sport; it would be championship
wrestling. It is the faithful that are punished in the family
law arena, the successful, the honest, the brave, the
committed. •

The Meaning of Life continued from page 2
it in the twinkle in their eyes. GOD is truly everywhere if
our children are. Trying to hold onto this faith is truly
everyone's life work. As children we were convinced that
we would live forever, that we were no better than anyone
else was (but certainly no worse), and that everyone on the
planet deserved our faith. Life is a game of musical chairs,
but there are always enough chairs to go around. If you lack
the faith to leave your chair, you lose. •

GZS Baselines Child Support
Control System
" My new direction was not a difficult one to find, it was
dropped on me like a ton of bricks, my wife wanted a
divorce "
JIM
Ground Zero Services of LB

Ground Zero Services unveiled their plans to make divorce
safer for the children and those financially capable of
providing their support. The founder of Ground Zero Services
of Long Beach explains " The term 'ground zero' refers to a
venue where something monumental is inevitable. The
concept of putting a system in place that would potentially
solve inherent problems in society that escape the
understanding of those empowered to implement the
particular system. To baseline a system that is comprised of
human dynamics is a very difficult undertaking. How do you
measure an individual's happiness, their sense of security,
their wellbeing? The only way to approximate these human
feelings is to use certain indicators that can be associated
with probable resultant feelings of the individual. Ideally a
set of indicators can be identified or implemented to linearly
project an individual's well being. Once that is accomplished,
the only task that remains is to model the dynamics with
respect to the input/output transfer function and design a
control system around it that will provide a stable output. My
13 years of experience in the design and analysis of control
systems, implemented in inertial guidance systems, used in
reconnaissance aircraft and intercontinental ballistic missiles
was justified, in my mind, to be a service I provided to make
war safer for civilians. With all the peace breaking out all
over the world, my services were no longer required. My new
direction was not a difficult one to find, it was dropped on me
like a ton of bricks, my wife wanted a divorce."
To effectively measure any physical phenomenon it is
important to understand the 'Heisenberg Uncertainty
Principal', which can be interpreted to state, "An accurate
measurement of a physical phenomena, will be tainted by the
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process of measurement". The purest measurement of any
process is to allow the process to run its course and make
objective observations of how the process progressed.
Cataloging data objectively without altering the process
subjectively is the only way to baseline a process. In the
case of Family Law, it is essential to adhere to a baseline
of actions that are based on a unified goal. Preservation of
the family, the welfare of the children, and the
preservation of one's ability to prosper should suffice for
this analysis. Without redirecting the process with
anything other than the truth, without instigating issues
that would compromise the unified goal, the process is
allowed to progress to conclusion. The game of chess has
a similar process called the "End Game". The process
involves losing all your pieces until only your King is free
to move about. There are three possible conclusions to
this process. Your King is forced into checkmate (Defeat),
the number of allowed moves are exceeded (Draw), or
your king is not in check where it stands but any move it
makes puts it in check (Stalemate). There is never a more
exhilarating experience, than working the under side
(Unterharnshidt) of a stalemate. Watching your opponent
turning pawns into queens, feeling the fields of force from
every other piece on the board, you can only move one
space away from where you were, escaping check and
avoiding checkmate. When Family Law spills into
Criminal Law is when this process heats up. The methods
used to conclude this process is the focus of this study and
the foundation of this baseline. How far will the process
go to force a person into indentured servitude or imprison
him for vagrancy? On the fifth floor of some superior
court building is a file cabinet containing the archive of
evidential data to be drawn from in this baseline court
case. The contents of the arc of the cabinet are numbered
and entered into a database, which are listed by date,
evidence type, and category. The arc is in the possession
of the Public Defender. Will the arc of the cabinet be
opened? Who will be subjected to judgement if it is? Will
the meek inherit the Earth? Are the four horsemen in this
end game drawing neigh? Has a false icon been raised to
draw worship from our children? The case is still pending.
•

Child Support Control System Analysis
JIM
Ground Zero Services of LB

The feedback control loop block diagrams are shown below. Figure One reflects the current system implemented by the Judicial
Council, failing to monitor the system output to compare with the system input. Figure Two reflects the proposed system that
properly monitors the output to compare to the input.
The following are defined:
Input = The amount of child support that is set by the Judicial Council.
Output =The amount of support received by the children.
G1 =
The effect of the Civil courts, attorneys, mediators, and child custody evaluators have on the Input.
G2 =
The effect of the parents being subjected to the court order.
H1 =
The effect of the Judicial Council monitoring the Output.
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Figure One: Open loop control system currently implemented by Judicial Council
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Figure Two: Closed loop control system proposed to the Judicial Council
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